Fixed and Portable Sound solutions
Sitech provides a wide range of sound solutions from
portable battery powered to full auditorium installs.
Equipment can be supplied and installed for training
rooms and board rooms.

Wireless Connectivity
Whether you want to share your laptop/ tablet or
smartphone wirelessly to a big screen or projector, we
have a solution that can work for you. Want to have 4
different devices sharing at the same time to the same
screen? We can show you how to simply make it happen
from anywhere in your network.

For more information on any of these products
see www.sitech.co.nz
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Sitech has been providing audio visual and other technology solutions to education,
commercial and non-profit organisations for over 25 years. Sitech’s installation
expertise, range of international brands with commercial products and commitment
to a comprehensive service makes them stand out as the obvious choice for stressfree lasting solutions.
Lifting and fixed height trolleys for TV Panels
Mobility is the new path to flexibility in presentation.
Whether you are after a variable height trolley or a fixed
trolley, we have a solution for you. Trolleys are available
to carry either touch or non-touch screens from 40”-90”.

Video wall system - mobile or fixed
This will make your clients focus on your
presentation. A mobile set of 4 x 65” screens just has
to be seen to be believed. For those bigger displays
we can provide fixed or mobile video walls. Why not
wow your clients with the latest in display
technology?

Digital Signage
Professional commercial digital signage makes your
company stand out and comes with a 3 year warranty.
From using a single screen in your office or retail
location to multiple screens at multiple locations we
have a solution for you. Schedule automatic on/ off and
program displays to suit your application.

Swivl
Swivl is perfect for a range of applications from
professional development, to preparing for a major
presentation. It turns your mobile device into a front-ofroom assistant and complete video solution. It follows you
as you move around and the Bluetooth mic ensure high
quality audio by cutting out ambient sounds. It can stop on
your command and be used to control presentations.

Touch screens from 10”-85”
The world is going Touch.
From tablets to large format displays we have a touchscreen solution to fit your commercial application. These
come with toughened glass and can be mounted on
trolleys or we can install.

Visualisers
A wide range of document cameras and visualisers are
available. From displaying and annotating documents on a
big screen to zooming in to capturing video… there is a
solution for you.

Non-touch screens from 17”-90”
Whether it be domestic or commercial, small or large
we can supply and install display screens bright enough
for any situation. These also can be fitted to a trolley or
installed.

Tablet/laptop charging and security options
Secure your devices.
We have a wide range of solutions for securely storing
and charging multiple laptops and tablets. Both fixed and
portable solutions are available.

Cameras
Whether it’s a budget digital camera or a 4k video
camera, we can help. We also have video editing and live
streaming equipment available.

Projectors and Screens
From small portable projectors and screens to automated
installs into 400+ seat lecture theatres and everything in
between. Sitech provides top brands and the latest in laser
technology supplied and installed for training rooms and
board rooms.

Batteries, cables, leads and adapters
We have a wide range of batteries, cables, leads and
adapters available for order direct from our website. We
also have a wide range of headphones.

